International Day of Human Rights Agenda:
Tuesday, 10th of December 2013

5:40 – 5:55 Introduction for the international day for human right
5:55 - 6:10 UNSMIL -United Nation Support Mission in Libya (Speak about Human Rights status in Libya)
6:10 - 6:15 Awareness Video showing (Violence of all sorts against Women )
6:15 -6:30 Mr. Fathi Bn Essa Speach
6:30 – 6:45 Lawyer Howaida Mahmod Shebani Speach on (Women & constitution)
6:45 – 7:00 Dr. Reda Altubully Speach
7:00 – 7:15 Miss. Ahlam Ben Tabbon Speach
7:15 – 7:30 Coffee Break